
Genesis 1:26-31 (Genesis 1) – Sermon for Racial Justice Sunday during Covid 

 

The three words ‘Black Lives Matter’ have become so well known in 2020 that almost everyone you 

meet knows what the acronym ‘BLM’ means.  Shocking events, mostly notably the death of George 

Floyd during lockdown, sparked mass protests across the globe and so none of us is ignorant of the 

BLM movement, and I’d be surprised if any of us have not had some sort of conversation about it 

with someone during lockdown. 

I’m so very conscious that as a middle-class white male I’m going out on a dangerously slender limb 

preaching about it for Racial Justice Sunday today.  So let me start by asking that if I say something 

which anyone is justifiably offended, I’m more than happy to learn to do better next time.  However, 

let me also say, that if vicars don’t address this issue, we are also not doing our duty, as the Bible is 

full of resources by which we can start to think about issues of race and inequality.  What I’m going 

to say today is simply a foundation marker, and won’t be news to anyone probably, but this line of 

thinking has helped me to place these issues in some sort of theological framework. 

The Bible’s creation account in Genesis 1 sets us on a foundation, as humanity, in relation to God, in 

relation to the rest of creation, and in relation to each other.  What we might read as an ancient 

mythic account (literal or not) is relevant to us as humans and how we see ourselves and our place in 

the world.  There is a creator, from whom everything springs and who judges his creation as good, or 

very good.  There is a creation, teeming with life and beauty, but also a non-living creation, perfectly 

crafted and alive in its own fashion as it spews lava or crashes as waves on a rock-face.  There are 

stars, planets, nebulae, all so vast we cannot imagine their boundary markers and there are atoms 

and their components, so small we haven’t yet been able to characterise them fully.  There are 

heights where oxygen is so thin that few can survive, and depths where, even in crushing pressures, 

the circle of life still goes on.  Our world – God’s creation – is beautiful, full and amazing.  We are the 

fortunate ones to be able to enjoy it. 

I labour this point because we will concentrate on the ‘human-centred’ verses – 26-31 – of this 

creation account, but I want us to have at the back of our mind that this isn’t an isolated event.  It is 

instead the final act of a creation process where something new happens, but against the amazing 

background of what has happened already.   

On Day Six of the creation account, God makes humanity.  And in doing so, there is both universality 

and particularity.  Big words – I’ll explain.   

Firstly, God makes humankind in God’s image and according to God’s likeness.  Humans are the first 

creature to share in the image of God, whatever this means. Every single human ever created, ever 

conceived, is made in the image of God.  There is not a single one of us who do not carry this image 

within us, whether we believe it or not. Without going into the theology of what that image really is 

or means, suffice to say for our purposes this morning, it means that there is something special 

about our fellow human beings and this specialness is rooted in God.  All artists put something of 

themselves into their creations, and so with our world and God; but there is something especially in 

us humans that harks back to God.  This image of God is universal, across the whole human race, no 

matter where we are, who we are, the language we talk and the skin we are born with.  Humanity is 

unified in God.  Those of us who call ourselves Christians should therefore be the first to realise this, 

and therefore the first to fight any attempt to treat any fellow human as less than us, whatever the 

reason. 



We are also, in the Genesis account, universally the same because God universally blessed his new 

people and called them to be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth and look after it.  Every single one of us 

carries God’s blessing, and every single one of us is first and foremost called by God to be part of the 

flourishing of his world.  None of us are exempt from this calling and none of us avoided God’s 

blessing.   

Now, I realise what I’ve said has huge implications way beyond our topic today.  There are 

implications for issues such as abortion and euthanasia.  There are implications for how we see 

family, singleness, child-rearing, contraception, disability, sexuality and gender, environmental 

considerations, poverty, medical care, and so on, almost infinitely.  To know up front that we are all 

blessed, all made in God’s image and absolutely all called by God is to lay a firm platform for thinking 

through all these issues and more – it’s what is technically termed ‘theological anthropology.’  We 

are unified as humanity by God and our unity stems from God alone. 

However, in this passage, as well as universality there is particularity, or at least the beginnings of a 

particularity which will be built on throughout the Bible.  God created humankind; male and female 

he created them.  To an extent, this turn of phrase, ‘male and female’, partly reinforces the 

universality.  There is no-one who does not contain the image of God.  But at the same time, it 

begins to highlight the variety which exists within the human species.  The line seems a bit 

superfluous if the only message is universality.  Instead, here we have an acknowledgment that 

there is also difference bound up within this amazing creation that is humanity.  Just like the variety 

of creatures created on the other days in this story is emphasised, so the variation in humanity itself 

begins to be expressed.  As the Bible story moves on we find that peoples and individuals are dealt 

with by God.  There is particularity: we aren’t all just the same.  Everyone is different.  But at the 

same time as this variation and diversity begins to be celebrated in our passage, it is also 

immediately linked back to the unity of God’s image.   

I hope you can see the implications of this.  It’s a theme that runs across the whole of the rest of the 

Bible.  Humanity is full of diversity.  No two of us are the same.  But all of us are made in God’s 

image.  All of us therefore relate to God and to his creation and to each other as created beings who 

are unified in God’s act of loving formation.  No-one falls outside of this unity made with diversity.  

All are equally God’s.  Later, in Paul’s writings, we’ll read that ‘There is neither Jew nor Gentile, 

neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.’  This isn’t a 

flattening out of diversity, but saying that as bearers of the image of God, and believers in Jesus, 

there is no given hierarchy amongst us based on gender, place in society, belief or ethnicity.  On this 

theme, even in Jesus’ teaching, we have parables like the unforgiving servant where a servant is 

forgiven a huge debt and then fails to forgive a much smaller debt he is owed by someone else.  We 

learn from this parable that as well as being unified as bearers of God’s image, we are also unified in 

our suffering from having a sinful nature too.  We’re all in the same boat needing forgiveness and so 

the idea that one is somehow better than the other is just rubbish. 

There are hundreds of other examples littered throughout the Bible.   

From Genesis and onwards, we learn we are all united as part of God’s creation, bearing God’s 

image, and all united in being blessed and called by God.  We are also united in sin and all united in 

the offer of forgiveness through Jesus, though it is left to us to take up that offer.  We learn that with 

all the diversity of humanity, none fall out of this unity.  And yet our diversity is celebrated just as 

the diversity of the other plants and animals were celebrated as they were created. 



So, hopefully you’ll see where I’m going to end up with the BLM movement.  From a Genesis 

standpoint, Black Lives Matter.  We may wish to say that all lives matter, and this is true, but just as 

Genesis makes a point of talking about men and women, so that we are clear that God’s image 

extends to both sexes; so too we can make a point about black lives mattering, whilst also 

acknowledging that all lives matter.  It is sadly true that racism is still an issue nowadays, and 

because of that we can, and must, draw particular attention to black lives mattering, because the 

actions of global society demonstrate that they don’t always. 

However, let me take it further.  Again, forgive me – a white man talking about issues I don’t 

understand having never experienced them.  For me, our Genesis passage demonstrates that all 

humanity bears the image of God, and therefore all humanity is infinitely precious.  Black lives don’t 

just matter.  Black lives are infinitely precious in the eyes of God, and therefore must be infinitely 

precious in our eyes too.  For us, in our predominately white middle-class area, it can be very easy to 

take a withdrawn look at the BLM stuff and make judgments from the outside.  Let me say again that 

if black lives are infinitely precious to God, they must be infinitely precious to us.   

This means, precious enough to be not just heard, but listened to.  This means not just seen, but 

looked for.  It means that rather than tweak the systems and hope it all goes away, we must instead 

seek actively to deal with the issues.   

I don’t have the answers to what that looks like, but I am convinced that Christian theology gives us 

the foundation to test actions and solutions against.  Because all – every single one of us, no matter 

our shape, size, age, colour or orientation – are made in God’s image, blessed by God and called to 

flourishing in his world.  Let us pray that we can glimpse this amazing picture of God’s creation in our 

day to day dealings and pray for wisdom to approach this really difficult issue.  Let us pray for the 

righteous anger of God to fill us when it fills him, so that we are outraged as we see elements of 

God-designed diversity, bearing God’s own image, being treated as less.  Amen. 

 


